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I. Types of arbitration
Reasoned opinion
• What is a reasoned opinion?
“Thus, a reasoned ruling may be described as one that includes findings of fact
and conclusions of law based upon the evidence as a whole . . . [and that] clearly
and concisely states and explains the rationale for the decisions so that all can
determine why and how a particular result was reached.”
[S.I. Strong, Reasoned Awards in International Commercial Arbitration: Embracing and Exceeding the Common LawCivil Law Dichotomy, 37 MICH. J. INT'l L. 1 (2015)]

• Puts arbitrators in the driver’s seat
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I. Types of arbitration
Reasoned opinion
PROS

CONS

Better ‘feeling of justice’

Lengthier and more expensive process

Increased chance of acceptance of the
decision (even by the losing party)

Bigger interference with State
sovereignty

Aids predictability, consistency and
development of ‘soft precedents’

Tends to ‘split the difference’ (find
middle ground) & have a ‘chilling effect’
on negotiation process
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I. Types of arbitration
Last best offer
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I. Types of arbitration
Last best offer
• 1970’s: used in major league baseball - ‘Baseball’ arbitration
• Increased use ever since
• 2006 US-Canada tax treaty, followed by other US tax treaties
“Disputing parties each offer an answer to the dispute (their ‘final offer’) and the
adjudicator's task is strictly limited to picking one or the other answer (‘hit or
miss’).”
Joost Pauwelyn, Baseball Arbitration to Resolve International Law Disputes: Hit Or Miss,
22 FLA. TAX REV. 40 (2018)

• Puts states in the driver’s seat
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I. Types of arbitration
Last best offer
PROS

CONS

Speed, low cost, simplicity

Legality and fairness of decision may be
questionable

Encourages States to be reasonable in
both their negotiations and proposals
put forward

Underlying principal issue likely to
remain unresolved (no ruling on the
entirety of the dispute)

Works well for monetary disputes

Less suitable for other types of
disputes (e.g. ‘threshold’ disputes,
multilateral cases)

Less interference with State
sovereignty

Does not promote predictability,
consistency and development of ‘soft
precedents’
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II. Arbitration
Some key differences
Commercial/investment
arbitration

Tax arbitration

Nature

Alternative dispute
resolution mechanism

Under conditions,
supplementary to MAP

Enforcement

Enforceable; through
judicial system

Under conditions
enforceable; through
competent authorities

Role of the taxpayer

(Often) party to the
process

State-to-State process
(limited role)
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II. Tax arbitration clauses
OECD Model Convention (2017)
• Article 25(5) OECD MC: procedural rules, including type of arbitration, to be
agreed amongst competent authorities
• Sample mutual agreement on arbitration
Ø Last best offer as default option; reasoned opinion as alternative
“Competent authorities can therefore agree to use that independent opinion
process on a case-by-case basis. Competent authorities may of course adopt this
combined approach, adopt the independent opinion approach as the generally
applicable process wit the last best offer approach as an option or limit themselves
to only one of the two approaches.”
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II. Tax arbitration clauses
OECD Model Convention (2017)
• Last best offer
Ø Each competent authority submits a proposed resolution limited to: i) monetary
disputes: specific monetary amounts or the maximum amount that may be charged
and ii) ‘threshold disputes’: proposed answers
Ø Possibility to submit supporting position paper
Ø Arbitrations select one of the proposed resolutions. Their decision shall be written
and shall not include any rationale or other explanation
Ø No publication of the decision
Ø No precedential value of the decision
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II. Tax arbitration clauses
OECD Model Convention (2017)
• Reasoned opinion
Ø Each competent authority submits any information that it considers necessary for
the arbitrators to reach their decision, including description of facts and unresolved
issues + own position and relevant supporting arguments
Ø Possible participation of the taxpayer through presenting her position to the
arbitrators, if the competent authorities and arbitrators agree
Ø Arbitrators issue their decision in writing, indicating the sources of law they relied
upon
Ø The decision can be published (subject to confidentiality), if the taxpayer and the
competent authorities agree
Ø No precedential value, but OECD Commentary recognises that publication will help
with transparency, uniformity and avoidance of similar disputes in the future
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II. Tax arbitration clauses
MLI
• Article 23(1) MLI: last best offer as default, with the possibility for competent
authorities to mutually agree on different rules applicable to all cases or to a
particular case
• Article 23(2) MLI: reasoned opinion as default option for states that do not
want to apply last best offer
• Article 23(3) MLI: in case of different default choice amongst states, no
access to arbitration until competent authorities have mutually agreed on
the type of arbitration
• Procedural rules on the two types of arbitration are largely similar to the
OECD Model Convention (2017)
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II. Tax arbitration clauses
EU Dispute Resolution Directive
• Reasoned opinion as default option, but upon agreement of the competent
authorities an alternative dispute resolution commission can be set up
“An Alternative Dispute Resolution Commission may apply, where appropriate, any
dispute resolution processes or technique to solve the question in dispute in a
binding manner. As an alternative to the type of dispute resolution process applied
by the Advisory Commission under Article 8, i.e. the independent opinion process,
any other type of dispute resolution process, including the ‘final offer’ arbitration
process (otherwise known as ‘last best offer’ arbitration), can be agreed by the
competent authorities of the Member States concerned under this Article and
applied by the Alternative Dispute Resolution Commission.”
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II. Tax arbitration clauses
EU Dispute Resolution Directive
• Arbitrators base their decision on the provisions of the applicable tax treaty
or convention as well as on any applicable national rules
• All procedural issues, including taxpayer participation, are agreed by the
competent authorities
• Decision is issued in writing
• Final decisions of competent authorities, following the arbitrators rendering
their decision, can be fully published subject to taxpayer agreement
• In any case, publication of an abstract of the final decision (subject to
confidentiality)
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II. Tax arbitration clauses
Other tax instruments
• EU Arbitration Convention: reasoned opinion
• UN Model Convention: last best offer, unless competent authorities agree
differently for a specific case
• Tax certainty under OECD Pillar 1 (based on latest blueprint): last best offer
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III. Post-BEPS tax arbitration
(Expected) tax dispute trends
• Increasing number of disputes
Ø OECD 2019 MAP statistics: increase of 13% in new cases, compared to 2018; and
of almost 50%, compared to 2016

• Increased complexity of disputes
Ø Business models continue to evolve and globalise
Ø Targetted focus of tax administrations on cross-border tax issues
Ø More sophisticated and enhanced used of data by tax administrations
Ø Diverging domestic BEPS implementations
Ø Unilateral measures
Ø Interaction with EU and other sources of law
Ø Continuous BEPS developments: e.g. OECD Pillar 1 and 2
Ø Multilateralism vs. bilateralism

III. Post-BEPS tax arbitration
(Expected) tax dispute trends
• Areas of expected attention
Ø Transfer pricing
Ø Application of domestic and tax treaty anti-abuse rules
ü Substance
ü Permanent establishments
ü Interest deductibility
ü Business restructurings/reorganisations
ü Transactions with ‘tax havens’
Ø Digitalising economy: OECD Pillar 1 and 2 + unilateral measures

III. Post-BEPS tax arbitration
Areas of potential consideration
• Enhance last best offer as such
Ø Parties’ offers to be accompanied by reasoning
Ø Possibility of arbitrators to change or complement reasoning

• Default choice of type of arbitration in tax treaties made dependent on
different parameters?
Ø E.g. last best offer for monetary disputes and reasoned opinion for ‘threshold’
disputes

• Clear and comprehensive expansion of tax arbitration to multilateral
disputes
• Mandatory publication of arbitration awards (subject to confidentiality)
• Internationally composed list of qualified tax arbitrators?

Questions
?
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